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GPS SOURCE Receives $7.5 Million Order for GPS Retransmission Systems 

GPS Source's GLI-COTTONMOUTH selected by international customer to provide armored vehicles 
with improved situational awareness 

Pueblo West, Colorado, November 2014 - GPS Source announced today that it has received a $7.5 
million order for its GLI-COTTONMOUTH GPS retransmission kit.  This order has come from an 
international customer with an armored vehicle application. Shipments for this order are expected to be 
complete in the 2nd quarter of 2015. 

“GPS Source is extremely pleased to be selected to provide the GPS retransmission solution for 
another one of our foreign military partners.  Situational awareness, survivability and mission 
effectiveness are all improved by the use of GPS retransmission technology.  Successful GPS 
Retransmission in the confined crew compartment of a military vehicle presents significant challenges, 
but one in which GPS Source has created the perfect solution,” explains Robert Horton, CEO of GPS 
Source, Inc. 

GLI-COTTONMOUTH is one of many GPS retransmission kits offered by GPS Source.  The kits are 
available as permanent installs or man-portable. They provide GPS coverage within smaller military 
ground vehicle or aircraft.  GPS receivers will experience no loss in signal coverage as they move out 
of a ground vehicle or exit an aircraft equipped with a tactical GPS retransmission kit from GPS Source. 

GLI COTTONMOUTH and other GPS distribution solutions by GPS Source are currently in use by the 
U.S. Army and other military entities throughout the world. GPS retransmission technology developed 
by GPS Source, Inc. is currently utilized by Net Warrior units aboard the Stryker, RG-33, and M1151.  
The technology is also utilized within the Canadian LAVIII and the French DGA SCORPION program.  
Relevant GPS retransmission kits have received Safety of Flight Approval from the United States Air 
Force Mobility Command Systems Group and are used aboard the C17, C-130, CV/MV-22, CH-53 
E/D/K, CH/MH-47, MH-60, HH60, and other host country aircraft. 

About GPS Source, Inc. 

GPS Source, Inc. designs and manufactures GPS Coaxial, Serial and Wireless Network Systems. 
Their solutions support dynamic mission communication and enable GPS equipment to acquire signals 
in otherwise denied environments, such as in the cargo compartment of the C-17 Heavy Lift aircraft, 
aircraft maintenance hangars, train tunnels, etc. They create solutions that distribute position, 
navigation and timing data inside for the defense, aerospace, commercial and public sectors.  GPS 
Source, Inc. is a veteran owned small business and an AS9100 certified company.  For more 
information, please visit www.GPSSource.com. 
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